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Particle in Cell solver with adaptive Cartesian Mesh:
Simulations of Gas Breakdown and Streamer Formation
Vladimir Kolobov and Robert Arslanbekov
CFD Research Corporation, Huntsville AL, 35803 (vik@cfdrc.com)

A new electrostatic Particle-in-Cell with Monte Carlo Collisions code with adaptive Cartesian mesh (ES-PIC-ACM) has been developed for simulation of low temperature plasmas. ESPIC-ACM has been validated for Capacitively Coupled Plasmas (CCPs) using the simplest firstorder accurate nearest grid point (NGP) technique and more accurate cloud-in-cell (CIC) methods.
We have confirmed that the accuracy of our PIC-MCC strongly depends on the number of particles
per cell (PPC). Only for PPC 2,000 do the calculated electron energy distributions (EEDs) and
spatial distributions of plasma parameters converge for the CCP.
To illustrate the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) capabilities of ES-PIC-ACM, we
performed simulations of gas breakdown between a point cathode and a planar anode with an interelectrode distance of 40 mm. This configuration was experimentally investigated in Ref. [1].
Simulations were first performed using the fluid plasma model described in Ref. [2], followed by a
PIC model for the same conditions.
Isosurfaces of electron density (at 1016 m-3 and 5×1016 m-3 levels), isolines (color) of electrostatic potential, and adapted mesh at 57 ns (left) and 33 (right) ns are shown in Fig. 1. For
argon at 100 Torr, the number of super-particles were about 8M and 15M for applied voltages of
3.25 and 5 kV. At the higher applied voltage, breakdown occurs sooner (~35 ns vs. ~55 ns),
higher electron densities are attained (as expected), and significant branching occurs. At the
lower voltage, there is almost no branching. The results of the PIC and fluid simulations were
quite different. The plasma channel predicted by the fluid model was narrower, the time when
the ionization wave reached the anode surface (~90 ns) was larger, and there was no branching.
The AMR capabilities of both PIC and fluid
models were critical for efficient simulations of
the breakdown dynamics. Although the results
of the simulations are in qualitative agreement
with the experimental observations, we were not
able to simulate breakdown at the higher pressures used in the experiments, and could not
simulate the experimentally observed return
strike due to the very high computational cost of
the PIC method under these conditions. A hybrid PIC-fluid model is being developed for
streamer-spark-arc simulations.
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Figure 1 – ES-PIC-ACM simulation of argon
breakdown for applied voltage of (left) 3.25 kV
and (right) 5 kV .
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STREAMER SIMULATIONS WITH FLUID & PIC
CODES USING ADAPTIVE CARTESIAN MESH
 A new electrostatic Particle-in-Cell & Monte Carlo
Collisions code with adaptive Cartesian mesh (ESPIC-ACM) has been developed.
 Performed simulations of gas plasma breakdown
between a point cathode and a planar anode using
fluid and PIC solvers.
 AMR capabilities for both PIC and fluid models
are critical for efficient simulations of breakdown.
 Qualitative agreement with experimental
observations with expected differences between
fluid and PIC results.
 A hybrid PIC-fluid code is being developed for
streamer-spark-arc simulations.
 Isosurfaces of electron density (5×1016 m-3 ), isolines
of electrostatic potential (5 kV), and adapted mesh at
33 ns: Argon, 100 Torr, 40 mm gap
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Controlling Plasma-Liquid Interactions through Environmental Factors
Wei Tian and Mark J. Kushner
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI (mjkush@umich.edu)

Atmospheric pressure plasmas are being investigated to produce in-liquid reactive species for
biotechnology, medicine and water-purification applications. A typical configuration is a dielectric
barrier discharge (DBD) sustained over and in contact with the liquid. This liquid layer can sometimes be thin, hundreds of microns, in the context of wound healing in plasma medicine. Controlling the active species in the liquid is important to optimizing the final applications. Environmental factors are important to this control such as humidity and gas flow, either intended or unintended. In this highlight, we discuss results from a recent computational investigation of the consequences of controlled air flow to regulate the in-liquid plasma produced reactions.
An atmospheric pressure DBD was
sustained at 100 Hz in humid air on a 200
m water with air flow across the liquid
with a residence time of 50 ms. Two important species produced in the air plasma
are OH and NO. The OH radicals quickly
react in the gas phase and solvate into the
water. The NO reacts slowly in the gas
phase and solvates slowly into the water.
The result is that OH radicals are confined
to the region of the DBD plasma filament
whereas the NO is distributed downstream
by the flow of air, as shown in Fig. 1. The
OH solvates into the liquid producing OHaq
mainly below the streamer, whereas NOaq
is formed fairly uniformly in the liquid.
Once in the liquid, the solvated OHaq
quickly reacts with and consumes NOaq,
and reacts with other OHaq to make H2O2aq.
The end result is that the air-plasma produced reactivity in the liquid is significantly different underneath the streamer compared to downstream, also shown in Fig. 1.
Similar in-liquid spatial dependence occurs
for other biologically important species
such as H3O+aq, NO2-aq and NO3-aq. These
results demonstrate both the importance Figure 1 – (top) Densities of OH and NO after a DBD
and potential of environmental factors to pulse in humid air with gas flow to the right. (bottom)
control the gas phase plasma properties, Densities of H2O2aq and NOaq in the underlying liquid
which then translate into control of plasma- layer. The distribution of plasma-produced in-liquid
produced liquid reactivity.
reactivity is controlled with gas flow.
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CONTROL OF PLASMA-LIQUID INTERACTIONS
 Dielectric Barrier Discharges (DBDs) can activate liquids for bio-technology
and environmental applications. The plasma produced in-liquid species can be
controlled by air flow over the liquid to regulate in-liquid reactions.
 OH rapidly solvates in water while NO slowly solvates. OHaq consumes NOaq
and produces H2O2aq, resulting in different spatial distributions.
 DBD at 100 Hz sustained in humid air over thin water layer with gas flow.
Air Flow

 H2O2aq and NOaq densities in liquid
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 OH and NO densities in gas
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